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Photography: Foundations for Art and Design is the perfect introductory guide for those of you learning the basics of photography. Offering a clear and well-illustrated structured approach to the tools and techniques, it will also guide you through the important aspects of photography as a means of self-expression and communication. 

The main focus is setting a comprehensive list of objectives and resources for clarity at the outset. A series of sequential study exercises intended as independent learning resources are provided and each exercise will help you to build design skills, teach you how to properly research, and execute work in a systematic manner. 

This new edition includes more digital information and also an entire new chapter on Still Life. 

Support materials are provided on the companion website: http://books.elsevier.com/companions/9780240520506/

* This unique book covers both digital and film photography 
* This edition now in full color to focus on more eye catching photographs! 
* New layout for easier reading and clearer comprehension 
* All new images to teach and inspire 
* Additional chapter on Still Life Photography     

       About the Author

Mark Galer is a Senior Lecturer in photography at the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology, Australia. He is also co-writer and teacher on their new online photography courses. He has lectured in photography in the UK and Australia and has worked commercially as a freelance photographer on corporate and editorial assignments. He has written numerous top-selling photography books, including Photography Foundations for Art & Design, Adobe Photoshop Elements 5.0 Maximum Performance and Digital Photography in Available Light. He is an Official Adobe Ambassador for Photoshop and Photoshop Elements.
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Designing Online Learning with FlashPfeiffer, 2009

	There is a need for a book that provides a model of learning that is appropriate for online learning as well as teaches the user how to create potent Flash applications to deliver online learning content. This book is an Adobe Flash tutorial set in an instructional design context. It demonstrates how to develop Flash tutorials for teaching...
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Programming PIC Microcontrollers with PICBASIC (Embedded Technology)Newnes, 2002

	This comprehensive tutorial assumes no prior experience with PICBASIC. It opens with an introduction to such basic concepts as variables, statements, operators, and structures. This is followed by discussion of the two most commonly used PICBASIC compilers. The author then discusses programming the most common version of the PIC...
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Measurement Systems And SensorsArtech House Publishers, 2005


	One of the tendencies in measurement technology development is the development

	of measurement systems. By the measurement systems, we refer to a set

	of material and organizational resources, as well as programs for information

	processing, aggregated in order to obtain, transmit, and process measuring data,

	and to display and...
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Making Simple Robots: Exploring Cutting-Edge Robotics with Everyday StuffMaker Media, Inc, 2015

	Making Simple Robots is based on one idea: Anybody can build a robot! That includes kids, school teachers, parents, and non-engineers. If you can knit, sew, or fold a flat piece of paper into a box, you can build a no-tech robotic part. If you can use a hot glue gun, you can learn to solder basic electronics into a low-tech robot that reacts...
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Structural Engineer's Pocket BookButterworth-Heinemann, 2004
Until now there has been no comprehensive pocket reference guide for professional and student structural engineers. The Structural Engineers Pocket Book is a unique compilation of all table, data, facts, formulae and rules of thumb needed for scheme design by structural engineers in the office, in transit or on site.

By bringing together...
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Transformative Nursing in the NICU: Trauma-Informed Age-Appropriate CareSpringer, 2014

	This innovative text for Neonatal Nurses and NICU clinicians introduces new, evidence-based care protocols proven to mitigate or reduce the profound morbidities and subsequent developmental challenges that afflict newborns in the NICU. The book reframes the concept of developmentally supportive care to trauma-informed, age-appropriate care of...
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